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ON CERTAIN LOCI OF LINES I N C I D E N T WITH 
CURVES AND SURFACES IN FOUR-SPACE 

BY B. C. WONG 

In this paper is presented a partial list of formulas giving 
the orders of the ruled hypersurfaces and ruled surfaces 
whose rulings are incident with given curves and surfaces in 
4-space. If the number of incidences is equivalent to six 
simple conditions, the number of lines having these incidences 
is finite. The formulas herein presented are analogous to 
those giving the orders of the surfaces whose rulings are lines 
satisfying three conditions and the number of lines satisfying 
four conditions in 3-space.* Some of these formulas are 
obvious, others require proof. Those that are not herein 
included are left out for future consideration. 

We shall let h be the number of apparent double points, 
p the deficiency, of a given curve Cm; H the number of 
apparent double points, P the deficiency, of a 3-space section 
cn of a given surface Fn; and t the number of apparent triple 
points of Fn or the number of lines through a given point 
meeting Fn three times, f 

First consider the hypersurface F" whose lines satisfy four 
conditions. For a line to meet a given curve once is equiva
lent to two conditions. Hence the °o2 lines cutting across two 
given curves Cws Cm* form a hypersurface whose order is 
obviously 

(1) fi = miW2. 

* Salmon, Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions, 5th éd., vol. II , 
§458-475. 

t The formula for t is HP(H-1)((JL-2)(P-1)(V-2)/6 if Fn is the com
plete intersection of two hypersurfaces of orders ju and v respectively. If 
Fn is only a partial intersection, it is necessary to find t by some other 
means. See B. C. Wong, On the number of apparent triple points of surfaces 
in space of f our dimensions, this Bulletin, vol. 35 (1929), pp. 339-343. 
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If the two curves have 5 points in common, s must be 
deducted from the above formula. The order, then, is equal 
to the number of apparent intersections of the two curves. 

The order of the bisecant hypersurface of a given Cm is 
equal to the number of apparent double points of Cm, that is, 

O - 1 ) 0 - 2) 
(2) M = h = p • 

The multiplicity of Cm on the hypersurface is, as we shall see, 
m — 2. 

The V» whose °o2 lines meet a curve Cm and two surfaces 
Fn\ Fn* each once is of order 

(3) fx = 2mn\n2. 

The proof of this formula is analogous to that of the formula 
for the order of the surface whose rulings meet three given 
curves in 53.* 

If Cm meets Fn^ and Fn* in Si and s2 points respectively and 
if Fni and Fn* meet in a curve of order k, then the quantity 
Sin2+s2ni+km has to be deducted from the formula. 

The bisecants of an Fn that meet a Cm form a locus of order 

(4) /* = m[H + n(n - l ) /2] = m[(n - l )2 - P]. 

The quantity s(n — l) has to be deducted if Cm and Fn have 
5 points in common. 

The oo2 lines that are incident with four given surfaces of 
orders tii, n2l tis, n± respectively form a FM of order 

(5) JU = Zn\n2nin±\. 

Each of the four surfaces is of multiplicity equal to the 
product of the orders of the other three and each of the points 
common to two of the surfaces is of multiplicity equal to the 
sum of their orders multiplied by the product of the orders of 
the other two surfaces. 

* Salmon, loc. cit., §467. 
t For the case Wi =722=^3=^4 = 1, see Bertini, Projecktive Geometrie 

Mehrdimensionaler Ràume, 1924, Chap. 8, §§25-36. 
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The order of the V» whose lines meet a given surface Fn 

twice and two given surfaces Fn^ Fn* each once is 

(6) ix = niti2[2H + n{n - l ) /2] 

= mn2[(n - 1)(3» - 4) - 4P] /2 . 

To prove this formula, obtain the order /x' of the hypersurface 
whose lines are incident with two planes 7r, IT' and with Fn 

twice. An S3 through ir' meets IT in a line I and Fn in a curve 
cw. The lines that meet I once and cn twice form a surface of 
order H+n(n — l)/2. Since / is iJ-fold on the surface, T is 
H4old on FM ' . For the same reason 7r' is ü-fold. Since S3 
meets V»' in a composite surface made up of T ' counted 
Hrply and a surface of order H+n(n — l)/2, V»' is of order 

M' = 2 f f + » ( * - l ) / 2 . 

Replacing w, ir' by i7"1, Fn\ we obtain the formula above. 
To obtain the order of the FM whose lines are trisecants of 

an Fn and are incident with an Fni, we note that, t being the 
number of apparent triple points on Fn, Fni is /-fold on the 
hypersurface. Since (n — 2)(6H-\-n — n2)/6 is the order of the 
trisecant surface* of an ^-section of Fn, we have the formula 

(7) jut = ni[t + (» - 2)(65 + » - O / 6 ] . 

Now we pass to the scrolls whose rulings are lines satisfying 
five simple conditions. The order of the scroll of lines meeting 
a curve Cm once and three surfaces Fn^ Fn*, Fn* each also 
once is 

(8) v = 3mnift2ns. 

To see this, consider the surface Fv' whose lines meet a given 
line I and the three surfaces Fn\ Fn*, Fn\ Any Sz through / 
meets Fn^ Fn*, Fn* in three curves cWl, cn*, cn* respectively. 
The order of the surface in S3 whose lines meet cns cn*, cn* is 
2nin2ns. Since from each point of /, n\n2nz lines can be drawn 
incident with Fn^ Fn*, Fn*, I is to be regarded as nin^nz-ioXA 

* Salmon, loc. cit., §471. 
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on Fv'. Hence Fv' is of order vf = Zn\ntfiz, for it is met by S* 
in the line / counted ninzm-ply and the 2n\n%n% lines that cut 
across /, cws cn*, cn*. If we replace I by O , we have formula (8). 

The following formulas can be proved in a similar manner: 

(9) v = mni[2H + n(n - l ) /2] 

for the order of the scroll whose lines meet Cm once, Fn twice, 
and Fni once; 

(10) v = m[t + in - 2)(6ff + n - n2)/ô] 

for the order of the surface whose lines are trisecants of Fn 

and unisecants of O ; 

(11) v = n[h + m(m - l ) /2] = n[(m - l )2 - p] 

for the order of the surface formed by the bisecants of Cm 

that are incident with Fn; and 

(12) v = Intitntfi 

for the order of the surface whose rulings meet CWl, Cms Fn 

each once. 
The orders of the surfaces whose generators meet five sur

faces of orders Wi, ̂ 2, nz, ^4, ^5 each once; one surface Fn twice 
and three surfaces of orders wi, ^2, ^3 each once; and one 
surface Fn three times and two surfaces of orders Wi, w2 each 
once are, respectively, 

(13) V = 5^i^2^3^4%, 

(14) z> = rixn^nziZE + n2 — n), 

(15) v = »!»,[ƒ + (n - 2)(6tf + * - n2)/3]. 

Passing to the formulas for the number of lines that satisfy 
six simple conditions, we first consider the number N of 
trisecants to a curve Cm. Let Cm be made up of m lines h such 
that each meets its consecutive line, h and lm being skew. 
The number of triples of lines that are all skew is equal to 
the number of lines which meet a proper Cm, assumed 
rational, three times. This number is (m — 2) (m — 3) (m — 4)/6. 
If Cm is of deficiency p} the quantity (m — 4:)p is to be de-
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ducted. Hence the formula for the number of trisecants to a 
curve of order m and deficiency p is 

(16) N = (*» - 4)£ • 
6 

The number of lines that meet Cm twice and Cmi once is, 
from (2), 

r(m - l)(w - 2) "1 
(17) N = wi* = mi ^ • 

We now prove that the multiplicity of Cm on its bisecant 
hypersurface Vh [see formula (2)"] is ra —2. A line I incident 
with Cm meets Vh in h — x points distinct from Cm, where x is 
the multiplicity of Cm. There are h — x lines that meet Cm 

twice and / once. This number plus the number, (m — 2) 
• (m — 3) {m — 4)/6 — (m — 4)p, of lines that meet O three times 
is equal to the number of lines that meet a curve Cm+1 of 
order m-\-l and deficiency p three times. Hence 

( m - 2)(m - 3 ) ( m - 4 ) 
A — # H (w — 4)̂ > 

6 
(m - l)(w — 2)(*» + 3) 

— (w — 3)£> 
6 

the right-hand member being the result of changing m to 
m + 1 in (16). Replacing h by [(m — l)(w — 2)/2]— p, we 
have x = in — 2, which was to be proved. 

The following formulas require no explanation. From (1), 
(3), (4) we obtain, respectively, 

(18) N = rniMtfnz 

for the number of lines that meet three curves of orders 
Wi, ra2, ra3, each once; 

(19) N = 2miM2nin2 

for the number of lines incident with two curves of orders 
mu ra2 and two surfaces of orders n\, w2; 

(20) # = wi»i[(w - l)2 - P ] 
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for the number of lines that meet two curves of orders ra, mi 
each once and one surface of order n twice. Formulas (5) or 
(8), (6) or (9), and (7) or (10) yield, respectively, 

(21) N = Znin\n<Ln%n± 

lines meeting a curve of order m once and four surfaces of 
orders ni, ^2, ^3, n± each once; 

(22) N = mnxni{2R + n(n - l ) /2] 

lines meeting Cm, Fn\ Fn* each once and Fn twice; and 

(23) TV = mni[t + (» - 2)(6H + n - n2)/6] 

lines that meet Fn three times, Fn^ and Cm each once. 
We also have the formulas 

(24) N = nnx\{m - l)2 - p] 

for the number of bisecants of Cm that meet Fn, Fn± each 
once; 

(25) TV = 5nin2nsn^nône 

for the number of lines incident with six surfaces; 

(26) N = nin^nzn^H + n2 — n) 

for the number of lines meeting Fn twice and four other 
surfaces each once; and 

(27) N = nxn%nz{t + (» - 2)(6# + n - ^2)/3] 

for the number of trisecants of Fn that are incident with 
three other surfaces. 

There are other formulas that call for attention. We 
omit them for the present. 
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